K 0.5 (mM) or pK n Ion Initial conformation -Pb + Pb -Pb + Pb H x E 1 10.7 ± 0.9 9.9 ± 0.9 1.06 ± 0.08 1.09 ± 0.08 Na + P-E 2 (a) 39 ± 6 35 ± 2 1.3 ± 0.2 2.0 ± 0.2
0.46 ± 0.02 0.44 ± 0.02 1.13 ± 0.05 1.14 ± 0.06 .
APPENDIX
The simulation was carried out following the approach reported in Peinelt and Apell, 2002 (44) . In particular, the reaction scheme reported in Fig 
The equilibrium constants K 6 and K 7 are not independent parameters, since relative to cycling sections of the entire scheme (K 6 = K 1 K 4 /K 5 ; K 7 = K 2 K 3 /K 4 ). The first five independent equations (A1 to A5), together with the normalization condition (A8), constitute a 6x6 equation system whose solution is 
The total steady-state fluorescence intensity is determined by the linear combination of the specific fluorescence level of each intermediate, f i , weighted by the concentration of the intermediate at equilibrium (31):
